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LIFE NEWSPAPERS IN EDUCATION

NiE

Did you know?
Research shows that reading for
just six minutes can reduce
stress by as much as 68%.

Bag a book

Planting
a seed
to read

THERE are many great
children’s authors who have
written lots of entertaining
reads.
With your newspaper’s
Great Australian Storybook
Collection you can collect 15
books starting with a free
copy of Possum Magic and
collector’s case. Plant the
seed and help them read by
continuing to collect all the
titles in the set from July 23
to August 6.

This & That
‘I’ll tell you a
story of this,
and I’ll tell
you a story
of that…’
Created
by Mem Fox
and Judy
Horacek,
this
outstanding picture book will
ignite imaginations and spark
lots of discussions, delighting
younger readers as they read
the tale of two mice as they set
off on a storytelling adventure.

DIVING into a book hass
benefifits
i for your health and
happiness. According to
scientific research, reading
books can improve your
ability to focus, retain
information, think better
and concentrate.

Tales from the Gum Tree

Rapt in reading books
IN OUR electronically
connected world, why
bother to read? Why flick
through the newspaper
when you can turn on the
television news? Why
pore over a manual when
you can YouTube the
instructions? Why read a
novel when you can watch
the movie? Well,
according to
neuroscientists, reading a
book challenges your
mind and stimulates
mental activity more than
other mediums.
— "Great books help you
understand, and they help
you feel understood." John
Green
Television and
technology may have
pushed books to the
background but it has
been proven that reading
something in print works
different parts of the
brain - keeping your

memory sharp, helping to
reduce stress levels,
improving brain function
and increasing attention
span.
Smartphones,
E-readers and tablets are
becoming the go to, but
research suggests that
reading on paper still
boasts unique
advantages.
In particular, screens
fail to adequately
recreate certain tactile
experiences of reading on
paper, a physical skill
especially important for
young children to use.
Current evidence
indicates print may be
slightly superior to the
screen in relation to
comprehension, learning,
retention and ease of use,
however technology is
here to stay and we
should all develop
reading skills in both
arenas.

Remembering
what you read

The ability to
understand and
remember reading
material is important for
success in school and
everyday life. Consider
the processes that
increase your ability to
remember.
PURPOSE : Have a
specific purpose when
you read.
ASSOCIATE: Relate
ideas to each other.
VISUALIZE: Try to see
pictures in your mind as
you read.
CONCENTRATE: Have a
specific purpose. Focus
on associating and
visualizing. This will
help you give attention
to what you are reading.
REPEAT: Keep telling
yourself important
points and associate
details to these points.

Tomorrow: Planting a seed to read - Part 5

BOOK BITS
Illustrations

The illustrator of books uses creative
skills in art and design to show
ideas, intent, style, size, colour,
characters and effects as a means of
communication.
They do this by using the traditional
hand skills of drawing and painting,
alongside other techniques.
Computers have dramatically
changed the industry and today
many illustrators create images
using this technology.

MAY Gibbs'
classic
characters
Snugglepot
and
Cuddlepie
go on
adventures
on amazing
butterfly
rides and boating escapades
through the Australian bush in
this book written by Jane
Massam and illustrated by
Caroline Keys. It is true to
Gibbs’ style of enchanting
readers.

The Magic Hat

THIS perfect
read-aloud
book with
its rhyming
text by
author Mem
Fox and
bright,
fun-filled
pictures by
illustrator Tricia Tusa, will keep
readers guessing. It is a
charming tale of enchantment
and chaos, with twists and
turns as the magic hat tumbles
into town.

